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ERRATA 
Volume 106, Number 2 (1987), in the article “A Class of Maximal Sub- 
groups in Finite Classical Groups,” by Ton Dao-Rong, pages 536542, and 
Volume 108, Number 2 (1987), in the article “Second Class of Maximal 
Subgroups in Finite Classical Groups,” by Ton Dao-Rong, pages 578-588: 
In these two articles a subgroup H of a group G is said to be maximal if H 
is not a proper subgroup of any other proper subgroup. By this definition 
the whole group G is always considered as a maximal subgroup and 
belongs to the first class of maximal subgroups. Although this definition is 
different from the usual definition of a maximal subgroup, it is convenient 
to use in these two articles. 
In the first article p. 536, row 20: “Then G’Ih is a proper subgroup in 
G(q)” should be replaced by “Then G”” is a subgroup in G(q).” 
Thcorcms 2 and 3 in the second article should read 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that q is odd and q > 1 I (or q is a suitably large 
power of 2). Let S, be a subgroup of S’ and Ik be a maximal subset of I' of 
orbits of (S,, C') und let Spfp’k (q) he a proper subgroup of Sp,,(q). Then, 
Sp$tk(q) is a maximal subgroup in Sp2t(q) containing ZZ but not containing 
N, f and only if‘.for any subgroup S of S’ which contains SO the orbit of 
(9, .E’) containing z, is a union of two orbits of (S,, Z’) at least. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose that q is odd and q > 11 (or q is a suitably large 
power of 2). Let SO be a subgroup of s’ and Zk be a maximal subset of I' of 
orbits of (S,, C’) and let Q$$,(q, Js) be a proper subgroup of Qz,+ ,(q, fB). 
Then, Q$,“,(q, fB) is a maximal subgroup in Qzr+ ,(q, fB) containing H but 
not containing N, if and only iffor any subgroup S of S’ containing S, the 
orbit of (3, C’) containing C, is a union of two orbits of S, at least. 
The proofs of these two theorems are similar to part (2) of the proof of 
Theorem 1. 
Corollary 1 and Corollary 5 in the second article are valid for 
m > 1. Because we suppose that Z, = Z’\{Ck} is a maximal subset of 
I’ = {Z, 1 1 < I < m}, if m = 1, then there is no proper maximal subset in Z’. 
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